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Abstract. We introduce a globally convergent relaxed Kačanov scheme for

the computation of the discrete minimizer to the p-Laplace problem with 2 ≤
p < ∞. The iterative scheme is easy to implement since each iterate results

only from the solve of a weighted, linear Poisson problem. It neither requires

an additional line search nor involves unknown constants for the step length.
The rate of convergence is independent of the underlying mesh.

1. Introduction

The p-Laplace problem is a prototype of many non-linear problems occurring in
simulations of non-Newtonian fluids, turbulent flows of gases, glaciology, and plastic
modeling. Given a right-hand side f ∈ Lq(Ω) with 1/p + 1/q = 1 and p ∈ (1,∞),
the p-Laplace problem seeks the unique minimizer

u = arg min
v∈W 1,p

0 (Ω)

J (v) with J (v) :=
1

p

∫
Ω

|∇v|p dx−
∫

Ω

fv dx.(1)

The functions may be scalar or vector-valued, but for better readability we use
the notation of the scalar-valued case. One difficulty that arises in its numerical
approximation is the computation of the discretized minimizer. In fact, established
iterative schemes like Newton or gradient descent methods experience huge insta-
bilities or even fail for values of p that are not close to two, see Section 7.3. A
numerical scheme that overcomes these difficulties for small values of 1 < p ≤ 2 is
the relaxed Kačanov scheme in [DFTW20] (see also [BDN18] for an alternative ap-
proach using the p-Laplace gradient flow covering the range 1 ≤ p < 2). However,
this scheme does not converge for p > 3, see [DFTW20, Rem. 21]. We modify this
approach and suggest a novel algorithm to compute the discrete minimizer of the
p-Laplacian for large values of p ≥ 2, e.g. p = 100 in Section 7.2. The resulting
iterative scheme

• converges globally for all p ≥ 2,
• is cheap and easy to implement, since each iteration computes solely the

Galerkin approximation to a weighted Poisson model problem and avoids
any additional line search,
• includes a regularization that ensures well-posedness of the iterative com-

putations,
• is robust with respect to (adaptive) mesh refinements,
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• allows for a fully adaptive scheme including adaptive mesh refinements and
adaptions of the regularization parameters,
• applies to the scalar and vector-valued case.

These advantages make our Kačanov scheme very attractive for the computation of
p-Laplace problems with large values of p as for example needed in [BBD03; BP00].

We design the Kačanov scheme as follows. Section 2 introduces the dual problem
seeking the minimizer σ ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω) := {τ ∈ Lq(Ω;Rd) | div τ = −f} with

σ = arg min
τ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω)

J ∗(τ) where J ∗(τ) :=
1

q

∫
Ω

|τ |q dx.(2)

The dual problem allows for a similar relaxation of the energy functional as in
[DFTW20]. We prove the convergence of the relaxed dual functional with respect
in the relaxation parameter in Section 3, provided the solution has the additional
smoothness σ ∈ L2(Ω;Rd) (see Theorem 2 for a discussion on that regularity as-
sumption). We show the convergence of the Kačanov iterations for fixed relaxation
parameters in Section 4 and combine the two convergence results to conclude an
algebraic rate of convergence towards the exact discrete minimizer in Section 5.
Section 6.1 introduces a discretization of the Kačanov scheme that leads due to
a duality relation on the discrete level to a numerical scheme that computes in
each iterate solely the Galerkin approximation to a weighted Poisson model prob-
lem with lowest-order Lagrange elements. Section 6.2 suggests an adaptive scheme
that estimates the regularization error, the error in the Kačanov iterations, and
the discretization error. Depending on these estimates it either causes an adaption
of the regularization parameter, computes a further Kačanov iteration, or applies
an adaptive mesh refinement. The numerical experiments in Section 7.1 and 7.2
indicate even for large values p = 100 an exponential rate of convergence for that
adaptive approach. The numerical experiment in Section 7.3 compares our scheme
with the steepest descent method from [HLL07]. It illustrates that our scheme does,
unlike the steepest descent method, not depend on the underlying triangulation and
is thus superior on fine meshes.

2. Relaxed dual functional

The equivalence of the primal problem in (1) and its dual formulation in (2) is
a classical result in the calculus of variations, see for example [ET76]. It follows
for a wide class of convex functionals by properties of the convex conjugate. The
Euler–Lagrange equation of (2) involves the spaces

Wq(div,Ω) := {τ ∈ Lq(Ω;Rd) | div τ ∈ Lq(Ω)},(3)

The minimizer σ ∈Wq(div,Ω) in (2) solves, with a Lagrange multiplier u ∈ Lp(Ω)
the saddle point problem∫

Ω

|σ|q−2σ · ξ dx+

∫
Ω

udiv ξ dx = 0 for all ξ ∈Wq(div,Ω),∫
Ω

v divσ dx = −
∫

Ω

fv dx for all v ∈ Lp(Ω).

(4)

The Lagrange multiplier u ∈ Lp(Ω) equals the minimizer in (1) and satisfies σ =
|∇u|p−2∇u and ∇u = |σ|q−2σ. Moreover, we have the identity

−J ∗(σ) = J (u).(5)
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The problem in (4) has similarities to the mixed formulation of a weighted Pois-
son model problem and so motivates an iterative calculation of functions σn+1 ∈
Wq(div,Ω) and un+1 ∈ Lp(Ω) by solving, for all ξ ∈Wq(div,Ω) and v ∈ Lp(Ω),∫

Ω

|σn|q−2σn+1 · ξ dx+

∫
Ω

un+1 div ξ dx = 0,∫
Ω

v divσn+1 dx = −
∫

Ω

fv dx.

(6)

This approach (known as Kačanov iteration, Picard iteration, or method of suc-
cessive substitutions) has already been suggested in [CFP07]. Unfortunately, the
problem in (6) degenerates at points where |σ| = 0 and |σ| = ∞. We remedy
this difficulty with an idea from [DFTW20]. This idea bases on a modified energy
functional which reads for all a : Ω→ [0,∞) and τ ∈Wq(div,Ω)

J ∗(τ, a) :=

∫
Ω

1

2
aq−2|τ |2 +

(
1

q
− 1

2

)
aq dx.(7)

Notice that for a = |τ | the energy equals the one in (2). Moreover, the relaxed
energy is convex with respect to τ and a, which we show as follows. We set the
function β(t, a) := aq−2t2/2 for all a ≥ 0 and t ∈ R. The function satisfies

(∇2β(t, a)) =

(
aq−2 (q − 2)aq−3t

(q − 2)aq−3t (q − 2)(q − 3)aq−4t2/2

)
.

Since 0 ≤ aq−2 and 0 ≤ det((∇2β)(t, a) = a2q−6t2(2 − q)(q − 1) for all a ≥ 0 and
t ∈ R, this matrix is non-negative definite for all 1 < q < 2 and so the relaxed
energy J ∗ is convex in τ and a.

Remark 1 (Opposite case). The restriction 1 < q < 2 is equivalent to 2 < p <∞.
Therefore, this approach covers the range of p that is excluded in [DFTW20].

Given a : Ω → [0,∞), the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the mini-
mization of (7) over Wq(div=9f,Ω) seeks σ ∈Wq(div,Ω) and u ∈ Lp(Ω) with

aq−2σ −∇u = 0 and − divσ = f.

This saddle point system degenerates as ess inf a→ 0 and ess sup a→∞. We over-
come this difficulty by restricting the minimization of (7) for fixed τ ∈ Wq(div,Ω)
to functions a : Ω → [ε−, ε+] within a relaxation interval ε = [ε−, ε+] ⊂ (0,∞).
Differentiation shows that the minimizer for a fixed τ ∈Wq(div,Ω) reads

arg min
a : Ω→[ε−,ε+]

J ∗(τ, a) = ε− ∨ |τ | ∧ ε+.(8)

This leads for all τ ∈Wq(div,Ω) to the relaxed energy

J ∗ε (τ) := J ∗(τ, ε− ∨ |τ | ∧ ε+) = min
a:Ω→[ε−,ε+]

J ∗(τ, a).

This monotonically decreasing functional (with respect to growing intervals ε =
[ε−, ε+]) hides the minimization with respect to a : Ω → [ε−, ε+]. The functional
can be written in terms of the integrand

κ∗ε(t) :=


1
2ε
q−2
− t2 +

(
1
q −

1
2

)
εq− for t ≤ ε−,

1
q t
q for ε− ≤ t ≤ ε+,

1
2ε
q−2
+ t2 +

(
1
q −

1
2

)
εq+ for ε+ ≤ t.

(9)
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More precisely, the functional equals

J ∗ε (τ) =

∫
Ω

κ∗ε(|τ |) dx for all τ ∈Wq(div,Ω).

The function κ∗ε has quadratic growth in the sense that κ∗ε(t) ' εq−2
+ t2 for t ≥ ε+.

Therefore, the relaxed energy J ∗ε (v) < ∞ with ε+ < ∞ is bounded if and only
if τ ∈ W2(div,Ω). This shows that there exists a function in Wq(div=9f,Ω) with
finite energy if and only if the right-hand side f allows for the existence of a function
τ ∈W2(div,Ω) with −div τ = f . Since the minimizer σ in (2) satisfies −divσ = f ,
sufficient conditions are the following.

Theorem 2 (Maximal regularity). Let σ be the minimizer in (2) and let Ω ⊂ Rd
be a bounded domain.

(a) If Ω has a C1,α-boundary ∂Ω for some α ∈ (0, 1], we have for any r ≥ q
‖σ‖Lr(Ω) . ‖f‖W−1,r(Ω).

(b) If Ω is a convex open set with d ≥ 2, we have

‖σ‖
L

2d
d−2 (Ω)

. ‖∇σ‖L2(Ω) . ‖f‖L2(Ω).

Proof. The statement in (a) is shown for equations in [KZ01, Thm. 1.6] and for
systems in [BCDKS18, Thm. 4.1]. The first estimate in (b) follows from the Sobolev
embedding theorem, the second is shown in [CM18, Thm. 2.3] for equations and in
[CM19; BCDM22] for systems. �

If the set W2(div=9f,Ω) is not empty, the direct method in the calculus of
variations leads to the existence of a unique minimizer

σε = arg min
τ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω)

J ∗ε (τ).(10)

3. Convergence in the relaxation parameter

This section shows that the minimizer σε ∈W2(div=9f,Ω) of the relaxed energy
J ∗ε converges to the minimizer σ ∈W2(div=9f,Ω) of J ∗ as the interval ε→ (0,∞).
In particular, we derive an upper bound for the relaxation error σε − σ.

Theorem 3 (Convergence in ε). Suppose that the minimizers σε ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω)
with ε = [ε−, ε+] ⊂ (0,∞) exist and that σ ∈ Lr(Ω;Rd) for some r ≥ 2. Then the
energy difference is bounded by

J ∗(σε)− J ∗(σ) ≤ J ∗ε (σε)− J ∗(σ) ≤ |Ω|
q
εq− +

1

q
ε
−(r−q)
+ ‖σ‖rLr(Ω).(11)

Proof. The first inequality in (11) follows by the monotonicity of Jε with respect to
the relaxation parameter. The minimizing property of σε ∈W2(div=9f,Ω) implies

J ∗ε (σε)− J ∗(σ) ≤ J ∗ε (σ)− J ∗(σ) =

∫
Ω

(
κε(|σ|)−

1

q
|σ|q

)
dx.(12)

It follows from the definition of κε in (9) that

κε(|σ|)−
1

q
|σ|q ≤


εq−/q in {|σ| ≤ ε−},
0 in {ε− < |σ| ≤ ε+},
εq−2

+ |σ|2/q in {ε+ < |σ|}.
(13)
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The inequalities in (12)–(13) yield

J ∗ε (σε)− J ∗(σ) ≤ |Ω|
q
εq− +

εq−2
+

q

∫
{ε+<|σ|}

|σ|2 dx.(14)

Hölder’s inequality bounds the second integral by∫
{ε+<|σ|}

|σ|2 dx =

∫
Ω

1{ε+<|σ|}|σ|
2 dx

≤ ε2−r
+ ‖εr−2

+ 1{ε+<|σ|}‖Lr/(r−2)(Ω)‖σ‖2Lr(Ω) ≤ ε
2−r
+ ‖σ‖rLr(Ω).

(15)

Combining (14)–(15) concludes the proof. �

Convergence of the energies yields convergence with respect to a natural distance.
More precisely, we have the following.

Definition 4 (Quantities). Let P ∈ Rd and ε = [ε−, ε+] ⊂ [0,∞]. Recall that
(ϕ∗ε)

′(|P |) = (ε− ∨ |P | ∧ ε+)q−2|P | and set

A∗ε(P ) :=

{
(ϕ∗ε)′(|P |)
|P | P for P 6= 0,

0 for P = 0
and V ∗ε (P ) :=

{√
(ϕ∗ε)′(|P |)
|P | P for P 6= 0,

0 for P = 0.

If ε = [0,∞], we write A∗ := A∗[0,∞] and V ∗ := V ∗[0,∞].

Lemma 5 (Equivalence). For all P,Q ∈ Rd holds the equivalence

(A∗ε(P )−A∗ε(Q)) · (P −Q) ' (ϕ∗ε)
′(|P | ∨ |Q|)
|P | ∨ |Q|

|P −Q|2 ' |V ∗ε (P )− V ∗ε (Q)|2.

The hidden constants depend solely on q and are in particular independent of ε.

Proof. This equivalence follows from the uniform convexity of ϕ∗ε, see [DFTW20,
Lem. 2] and [DE08, Lem. 3] for more details. �

Lemma 6 (Natural distance). The minimizer σε of J ∗ε over Wq(div=9f,Ω) sat-
isfies, for all τ ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω) and ε ⊂ [0,∞],

J ∗ε (τ)− J ∗ε (σε) ≤
∫

Ω

(A∗ε(τ)−A∗ε(σε)) · (τ − σε) dx

.
∫

Ω

|V ∗ε (τ)− V ∗ε (σε)|2 dx . J ∗ε (τ)− J ∗ε (σε).

The hidden constants are independent of ε. The equivalence for ε = [0,∞] shows

J ∗(τ)− J ∗(σ) '
∫

Ω

|V ∗(τ)− V ∗(σ)|2 dx for all τ ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω).(16)

Proof. This lemma is proven in [DFTW20, Lem.17]. �

The equivalence in (16) shows that the convergence of the minimizers σε → σ
with respect to the natural distance

∫
Ω
|V ∗(σ) − V ∗(σε)|2 dx is equivalent to the

convergence of the energies J ∗(σε)↘ J ∗(σ). Therefore, the convergence result in
Theorem 3 implies convergence with respect to the natural distance.
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4. Kačanov iterations

This section investigates the convergence of the following fixed-point iteration
with fixed interval ε = [ε−, ε+] ⊂ (0,∞). Given τ0 ∈ Wq(div=9f,Ω), we calculate
iteratively the functions τn+1 ∈ Wq(div=9f,Ω) and un+1 ∈ Lp(Ω) by solving the
saddle point problem, for all ξ ∈Wq(div,Ω) and v ∈ Lp(Ω),∫

Ω

(ε− ∨ |τn| ∧ ε+)q−2τn+1 · ξ dx+

∫
Ω

un+1 div ξ dx = 0,∫
Ω

v div τn+1 dx = −
∫

Ω

fv dx.

(17)

The following theorem shows that the resulting sequence (τn)n∈N0 ⊂Wq(div=9f,Ω)
converges towards the minimizer σε ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω) defined in (10).

Theorem 7 (Exponential decay). There exists a constant Cq <∞ depending solely
on q such that the iterates τn from (17) satisfy, with δ = C−1

q (ε−/ε+)2−q,

δ
(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
≤ J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗(τn+1) for all n ∈ N0.(18)

Before we prove this theorem, let us emphasize its consequences.

Corollary 8 (Convergence). Recall the constant δ from Theorem 7. It holds

J ∗ε (τn+1)− J ∗ε (σε) ≤ (1− δ)n
(
J ∗ε (τ0)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
for all n ∈ N.

Proof. Due to (18) we have for all n ∈ N

J ∗ε (τn+1)− J ∗ε (σε) =
(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
−
(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (τn+1)

)
≤ (1− δ)

(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
.

In particular, the energy error reduces in each iteration by the factor (1−δ), leading
to the corollary. �

Proof of Theorem 7. Recall the mapping A∗ε from Definition 4. Lemma 6 and the
definition of τn in (17) imply for all positive values γ > 0 that

J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε) ≤
∫

Ω

(
A∗ε(τn)−A∗ε(σε)

)
· (τn − σε) dx

=

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

(τn − τn+1) · (τn − σε) dx

≤ 1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn − τn+1|2 dx+
γ

2

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn − σε|2 dx.

(19)

We define J ∗ε (τ, a) := J ∗(τ, ε−∨a∧ε+) with the relaxed functional J ∗(•, •) from (7).
Then (17) (combined with div (τn − τn+1) = 0) and (8) show for the first addend
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in (19) that

1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn − τn+1|2 dx

=
1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

τn · τn dx− 1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

τn · τn+1 dx

=
1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn|2 dx− 1

2γ

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn+1|2 dx

= γ−1
(
J ∗ε (τn, |τn|)− J ∗ε (τn+1, |τn|)

)
≤ γ−1

(
J ∗ε (τn, |τn|)− J ∗ε (τn+1, |τn+1|)

)
= γ−1

(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (τn+1)

)
.

Since εq−2
+ ≤ (ϕ∗ε)

′(t)/t = (ε− ∨ t ∧ ε+)q−2 ≤ εq−2
− , it holds

(ϕ∗ε)
′(t)

t
≤
(
ε+

ε−

)2−q
(ϕ∗ε)

′(s)

s
for all t, s > 0.

This inequality and Lemma 5–6 show that the second addend in (19) satisfies, with
some constant Cq <∞ that depends solely on q,

γ

2

∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn|)
|τn|

|τn − σε|2 dx ≤ γ

2

(
ε+

ε−

)2−q ∫
Ω

(ϕ∗ε)
′(|τn| ∨ |σε|)
|τn| ∨ |σε|

|τn − σε|2 dx

≤ γCq
(
ε+

ε−

)2−q (
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
.

The estimate for the two addends in (19) yield for all γ > 0 that

γ(1− γCq(ε+/ε−)2−q)
(
J ∗ε (τn)− J ∗ε (σε)

)
≤ Jε(τn)− Jε(τn+1).

This inequality and maxγ>0 γ(1−Cqγ(ε+/ε−)2−q) = (4Cq)
−1(ε−/ε+)2−q conclude

the proof. �

5. Algebraic rate

Since the rate of convergence of the Kačanov scheme depends strongly on the
choice of the interval ε, we have to balance the increase of the intervals ε and the
decreasing speed of convergence carefully. This section shows that it is possible to
get some algebraic rate of convergence.

Let α, β > 0 with α+β ≤ (2−q)−1 and define the increasing sequence of intervals
εn = (εn,−, εn,+) = ((n+ 1)−α, (n+ 1)β) for all n ∈ N. Let σn+1 ∈Wq(div=9f,Ω)
denote the solution to (17) with interval ε := εn. Theorem 7 shows that the iterates
σn satisfy the decay estimate, for all n ∈ N and δn := C−1(εn,−/εn,+)2−q,

δn
(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗εn(σεn)

)
≤ J ∗εn(σn+1)− J ∗εn(σn).(20)

Since J ∗εn+1
≤ J ∗εn , the inequality in (20) yields for all n ∈ N that

J ∗εn+1
(σn+1)− J ∗(σ) ≤ J ∗εn(σn+1)− J ∗(σ)

=
(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗(σ)

)
−
(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗εn(σn+1)

)
≤
(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗(σ)

)
− δn

(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗εn(σεn)

)
= (1− δn)

(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗(σ)

)
+ δn

(
J ∗εn(σεn)− J ∗(σ)

)
.

(21)
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The combination of the estimates in (21) and Theorem 3 results with some fixed
constant cR <∞ and r ≥ 2 such that ‖σ‖Lr(Ω) <∞ in

J ∗εn+1
(σn+1)− J ∗(σ) ≤ (1− δn)

(
J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗(σ)

)
+ δncR (εq− + ε

−(r−q)
+ ).

The last term is very small for large n. However, the factor (1 − δn) → 1 as
n → ∞. Nevertheless, the slow convergence of δn → 0 allows for an algebraic
convergence of the product Πn

i=1(1 − δn) towards zero. This observation is key
in the proof of the algebraic rate of convergence [DFTW20, Sec. 5]. The proof
extends without modifications to the Kačanov scheme in this paper and leads to
the following statement.

Theorem 9 (Algebraic rate). Suppose the minimizer σ in (2) satisfies ‖σ‖Lr(Ω) <
∞ for some r > 2. Then there exist constants 0 < c and C < ∞ that depends on
α, β, r, q, |Ω|, ‖σ‖Lr(Ω), and the initial error J ∗ε0(σ0)− J ∗(σ) such that

J ∗εn(σn)− J ∗(σ) ≤ Cn−1/c.

6. Numerical realization

In this section we introduce a discretization and suggest an adaptive scheme to
improve the convergence of the iterative method.

6.1. Discretization. Conforming discretizations of the regularized linear dual prob-
lem in (17) lead to saddle point formulations which are more challenging to solve
than (symmetric positive definite) primal formulations. One possible remedy is the
use of duality relations to reformulate dual formulations with lowest-order Raviart-
Thomas elements as primal problems using Crouzeix-Raviart elements (see for ex-
ample [Mar85; CL15; Bar21; BK22]). An alternative is the use of a non-conforming
discretization of the dual problem. We set the lowest-order Lagrange finite element
space

S1
0(T ) := {vh ∈W 1,q

0 (Ω): vh|T ∈ P1(T ) for all T ∈ T }.

The non-conforming discretization of the dual problem results as follows. Let uh ∈
S1

0(T ) denote the minimizer of the energy in (1) over the discrete subspace S1
0(T ).

Due to the Euler-Lagrange equations the minimizer is characterized as the unique
solution to the problem∫

Ω

|∇uh|p−2∇uh · ∇vh dx =

∫
Ω

fvh dx for all vh ∈ S1
0(T ).(22)

We set the discrete divergence divh : P0(T ;Rd)→ S1
0(T )∗ such that

〈divhτh, vh〉S1
0(T )∗,S1

0(T ) := −
∫

Ω

∇vh · τh dx for all τh ∈ P0(T ;Rd) and vh ∈ S1
0(T ).

We interpret divhτh ∈ S1
0(T )∗ by its Riesz representative divhτh ∈ S1

0(T ), i.e.∫
Ω

vh divhτh dx = 〈divhτh, vh〉S1
0(T )∗,S1

0(T ) for all τh ∈ P0(T ;Rd) and vh ∈ S1
0(T ).
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Lemma 10 (Dual formulation). Let uh ∈ S1
0(T ) solve (22) and define the piece-

wise constant function σh := |∇uh|p−2∇uh ∈ P0(T ;Rd). Then we have∫
Ω

|σh|q−2σh · τh dx+

∫
Ω

uh divhτh dx = 0 for all τh ∈ P0(T ;Rd),∫
Ω

vh divhσh dx = −
∫

Ω

fvh dx for all vh ∈ S1
0(T ).

The lemma follows directly from abstract duality theory. A more direct proof
reads as follows.

Proof of Lemma 10. Let the functions uh and σh be as in the lemma. Using the
definition of the discrete divergence shows that the function σh fulfills the second
equation in the lemma. The first equation is equivalent to

|σh|q−2σh = ∇uh.(23)

This yields |σh|q−1 = |∇uh|, which is due to the identity 1/p+ 1/q = 1 equivalent
to |σh|q−2 = |∇uh|2−p. Hence, (23) is equivalent to σh = |∇uh|p−2∇uh. �

The mixed problem in Lemma 10 corresponds to the minimization of J ∗ over

P0(divh=9f, T ) := {τh ∈ P0(T ,Rd) : divhτh = −f in S1
0(T )∗}.

More precisely, we have

|∇uh|p−2∇uh = σh = min
τh∈P0(divh=9f,T )

J ∗(τh).(24)

The discrete version of the Kačanov scheme in (17) corresponding to the mini-
mization problem in (24) reads as follows. Given an interval ε ⊂ (0,∞) and some
initial data σh,0 ∈ P0(T ;Rd), we compute iteratively for all n ∈ N the solution
σh,n ∈ P0(T ;Rd) and uh,n ∈ S1

0(T ) with, for all ξ ∈ P0(T ;Rd) and vh ∈ S1
0(T ),∫

Ω

(ε− ∨ |σh,n| ∧ ε+)q−2σh,n+1 · ξh dx−
∫

Ω

uh,n+1 divh ξh dx = 0,∫
Ω

vh divh σh,n+1 dx = −
∫

Ω

fvh dx.

(25)

Lemma 11 (Primal formulation). Given σh,n ∈ P0(T ;Rd), let uh,n+1 ∈ S1
0(T ) be

the unique solution to∫
Ω

(ε− ∨ |σh,n| ∧ ε+)2−q∇uh,n+1 · ∇vh dx =

∫
Ω

fvh dx for all vh ∈ S1
0(T ).(26)

Then σh,n+1 := (ε− ∨ |σh,n| ∧ ε+)2−q∇uh,n+1 and uh,n+1 solve (25).

Proof. Similar calculations as in the proof of Lemma 10 yield the result. �

A review of the proofs in Section 3–5 shows that most results remain valid
without any changes in the proofs if we replace Wq(div=9f,Ω) by P0(divh=9f, T ).
The only exception are the maximal regularity results in Theorem 2 which, to
our knowledge, do not exist for discrete approximations of the p-Laplacian and
motivates further research.
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6.2. Adaptive scheme. To improve the algebraic rate of convergence from Theo-
rem 9, we suggest an adaptive scheme that takes into account the errors caused by
the discretization, the regularization, and the Kačanov iteration. Even so there is
some progress in the numerical analysis of such schemes (see for example [CW17;
DVY15; GHPS18]), a rigorous analysis of the convergence of the proposed scheme
is beyond the scope of this paper. We indicate beneficial properties of this adaptive
approach by numerical experiments in Section 7.

We set the functions ϕ′ε(t) := ((ϕ∗ε)
′)−1(t) and κε(t) := (κ∗ε)

∗(t) := sup{r ≥
0: rt− κ∗ε(r)} for all t ≥ 0. The latter contribution equals

κε(t) =

∫ t

0

ϕ′ε(s) ds− κ∗ε(0) =


1
2ε

2−q
− t2 −

(
1
q −

1
2

)
εq− for tp ≤ εq−,

1
p t
p for εq− ≤ tp ≤ ε

q
+,

1
2ε

2−q
+ t2 −

(
1
q −

1
2

)
εq+ for εq+ ≤ tp.

It defines the primal energy

Jε(vh) :=

∫
Ω

κε(|∇vh|) dx−
∫

Ω

fvh dx for all vh ∈ S1
0(T ).

Let the minimizer of the regularized primal and dual energy read

uh,ε = arg min
vh∈S1

0(T )

Jε(vh) and σh,ε ∈ arg min
τh∈P0(divh=9f,T )

J ∗ε (τh).

An application of duality theory shows that

−J ∗ε (σh,ε) = Jε(uh,ε).(27)

Moreover, the (discrete) minimizers are related by the identities

ϕ′ε(|∇uh,ε|)
|∇uh,ε|

∇uh,ε = σh,ε and
(ϕ∗ε)

′(|σh,ε|)
|σh,ε|

σh,ε = ∇uh,ε.

As in [DFTW20; DE08] we define for all s, t ≥ 0 the shifted N-functions

ϕε,t(s) :=

∫ s

0

ϕ′ε(t ∨ τ)

t ∨ τ
τ dτ and ϕ∗ε,t(s) :=

∫ s

0

(ϕ∗ε)
′(t ∨ τ)

t ∨ τ
τ dτ.

We further introduce the quantity

Vε(P ) :=

{√
ϕ′ε(|P |)
|P | P for P 6= 0,

0 for P = 0.

Let σh,n ∈ P0(divh=9f, T ) and uh,n ∈ S1
0(T ) be computed with the iterative scheme

in (26) and let ρ > 0 be some fixed weight. The error indicator that indicates errors
caused by

(a) the upper interval bound ε+ reads η2
ε+(σh,n) := J ∗ε (σh,n)− J ∗(ε−,∞)(σh,n),

(b) the lower interval bound ε− reads η2
ε−(σh,n) := J ∗ε (σh,n)− J ∗(0,ε+)(σh,n),

(c) the error due to the fixed-point iteration reads

η2
Kač,ε(σh,n) := Jε(uh,n) + J ∗ε (σh,n),

(d) the discretization reads η2
h,ε(un) := ρ

∑
T∈T η

2
h,ε(un, T ) with (F(T ) denotes

the set of all faces of T ∈ T and hγ denotes the diameter of γ ∈ F(T ))

η2
h,ε(uh,n, T ) :=

∫
T

(ϕε,|∇uh,n|)
∗(hT |f |) +

∑
γ∈F(T )

hγ

∫
γ

|JVε(∇uh,n)Kγ |2 ds.
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The error indicators in (a)–(b) are motivated by the definition of the relaxation,
in (c) by the identity in (27), and in (d) by the a posteriori error control for the
primal formulation of the p-Laplace problem [BDK12; DK08]. The error indicators
lead to the following numerical scheme.

Algorithm: Adaptive relaxed p-Kačanov algorithm

Data: Given: f ∈ Lq(Ω), σ0 ∈ Σh;
Result: Approximations of the solutions to (1) and (2);
Initialize: ε1 = [1, 1] ⊂ (0,∞), n = 0, σh,0 = 0;

while desired accuracy is not achieved yet do
Increase n by 1 and calculate uh,n and σh,n by means of (26);

Calculate error indicators η2
ε+(σh,n), η2

ε−(σh,n), η2
h,ε(uh,n), η2

Kač,ε(σh,n);

if η2
ε+(σh,n) is the largest then
Set εn+1,+ := 1.25 · εn,+ and εn+1,− := εn,−;

else if η2
ε−(σh,n) is the largest then

Set εn+1,− := 0.8 · εn,− and εn+1,+ := εn,+;

else if η2
h(uh,n) is the largest then

Refine mesh with Dörfler marking and set εn+1 := εn;

else if η2
Kač,ε(σh,n) is the largest then

Set εn+1 := εn;

end

Figure 1. Adaptive relaxed p-Kačanov algorithm

7. Numerical experiments

We implemented the numerical scheme suggested in Section 6.1 with the open
source tool for solving partial differential equations FEniCS [LMW12]. The sup-
plementary material of this paper contains the implementation.

7.1. Convergence for fixed mesh. Our first experiment emphasizes the advan-
tages of the adaptive relaxed p-Kačanov algorithm in Figure 1 compared to the
strategy suggested in Section 5. To allow for a better comparison we do not refine
the mesh T , which is a partition of the unit circle with about 105 vertices. Our
right-hand side f = 1 is constant and p = 10. The initial relaxation interval reads
ε = [1, 1]. In a first computation we use the strategy suggested in Section 5 with
α = β = (2−q)−1/2. Figure 2 displays the resulting algebraic rate of convergence of
the energies Jε(uh,n) and J ∗ε (σh,n) of the iterates towards the energy Jε(uh) of (a
very accurate approximation of) the exact discrete minimizer. The relative error of
the approximated minimal energy and the exact minimal energy is about 3× 10−5.
In a second computation we adapt the relaxation interval according adaptive re-
laxed p-Kačanov algorithm in Figure 1 (without mesh refinements). This strategy
increases the rate of convergence significantly. The first 22 iterations cause the
decrease of ε−. Thereafter, it takes more and more Kačanov iterations to close
the dual gap, which leads to the zick-zack pattern in Figure 2. This behavior is in
agreement with the theory, which states that speed of convergence of the Kačanov
iterations depends on the relaxation interval.
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0 20 40 60 80 100
10−12

10−8

10−4

100

Iterations

Jε(uh,n)− J (uh)

J ∗ε (σh,n)− J ∗(σh)

Jε(uh,n)− J (uh) (adaptive)

J ∗ε (σh,n)− J ∗(σh) (adaptive)

Figure 2. Convergence of the energies in Experiment 1 towards
the energy of the exact discrete minimizer.

7.2. Fully adaptive scheme. In our second experiment we illustrate the perfor-
mance of the adaptive scheme by solving the p-Laplacian with right-hand side f = 2
and large exponent p = 100 on the L-shaped domain Ω = [−1, 1]2\[0, 1)2. We utilize
the adaptive refinement strategy from Section 6.2 with weight ρ = 10−3. Figure 3
displays the convergence history plot. The left-hand side displays the errors against
the accumulated number of degrees of freedom, that is, we sum up all degrees of
freedom in each iteration of the adaptive loop. The right-hand side plots the errors
before each mesh refinement against the degrees of freedom of the current iterate.

In both cases the rate of convergence seems to be slightly worse than −2/3.
This rate might be caused by the (pre-asymptotic) effect that the adaptive scheme
causes line refinements, see Figure 4. Moreover, it is unclear if the scheme leads to
an optimal rate since the proofs of optimal convergence in [BDK12; DK08] use the
exact discrete solution of the non-linear and not regularized problem.

Moreover, we observe huge gaps Jε(uh,n) + J ∗ε (σh,n) after refinements of the
mesh T or enlargements of the relaxation interval ε, see Figure 3. The large error
in the primal energies indicates that these gaps are mainly caused by the fact that
uh,n is a bad approximation of the exact discrete minimizer of the primal problem.
Thus, it might be advantageous to use an error estimator that estimates the dual
error. Alternatively, one might use an error estimator that is efficient and reliable
for any discrete approximation.

7.3. Comparison to steepest descent. This experiment compares our scheme
with the steepest descent approach suggested in [HLL07]. Given an approximation

usteep
h,n ∈ S1

0(T ) and a small regularization parameter 0 < δ � 1, this scheme

computes a descend direction dh,n ∈ S1
0(T ) with∫

Ω

(δ + |∇uh,n|)p−2∇dh,n · vh dx

= −
∫

Ω

|∇uh,n|p−2∇usteep
h,n · ∇vh dx+

∫
Ω

fvh dx for all vh ∈ S1
0(T ).

(28)

Thereafter, it performs a line search to determine

usteep
h,n+1 := usteep

h,n + αndh,n with αn := arg min
α≥0

J (usteep
h,n + αdh,n).(29)
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101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108

10−7

10−5

10−3

10−1

Accumulated ndofs

101 102 103 104 105 106

10−5

10−4

10−3

10−2

10−1

ndofs

Figure 3. Convergence history of η2
h(uh,n) ( ), |Jεn(uh,n) −

J (u)| ( ), |J ∗εn(σh,n)−J ∗(σ)| ( ). The dashed line indicates
the slope −2/3.

Figure 4. Adaptively refined mesh in Experiment 2 with about
104 vertices.

Notice that the line search is an additional costly effort. We compare the reg-
ularized Kačanov scheme and the steepest descent approach for different values
p ∈ {5, 10, 20, 50}. The right-hand side is the constant function f = 2. The un-
derlying domain Ω = (−1, 1)2 \ [0, 1) is the L-shaped domain and we use meshes
T with about 103 and 105 vertices. The meshes result from an adaptive mesh re-
finement strategy similar to the one in Experiment 2. Our initial iterate on these
meshes is the Galerkin approximation uh,0 = usteep

h,0 ∈ S1
0(T ) to the Poisson model

problem (that is p = 2). We fix our relaxation interval ε = (10−6, 106) and the
relaxation parameter δ = 10−6. Notice that we do in general not recommend such
large relaxation intervals, since it slows down the rate of convergence (see Experi-
ment 1–2). However, we do not want to benefit in our comparison from improved
rates due to our relaxation/regularization. We compute the iterates of the Kačanov
and steepest descent schemes until the duality gap of the Kačanov scheme is below

Jε(uh,n) + J ∗ε (σh,n) ≤ 10−7.
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Thereafter, we proceed with the Kačanov scheme until the duality gap is below
10−9 to compute a reference value for the exact minimizer J (uh).

Figure 5 displays the resulting convergence history plots. It shows that the
energy differences J ∗(σh,n) + J (uh) in the dual energies decrease monotonically.
After a very fast decay in a pre-asymptotic regime, we see the expected exponential
rate of convergence. The rate slows down as p increases but seems to be robust with
respect to mesh refinements. The primal energy differences J (uh,n)−J (uh) show
some oscillatory behavior in a pre-asymptotic regime. After that regime (which
seems to be larger than the pre-asymptotic regime for the dual energy differences)
we see an exponential convergence with a rate that is slightly better than the rate of
the dual energy errors. The steepest descent approach seems to converge on coarse
meshes asymptotically faster than the Kačanov scheme. However, the size of the
pre-asymptotic regime depends not only on p (as the size of the pre-asymptotic
regimes for the Kačanov scheme does as well) but also on the mesh. In fact, our
calculations never overcome these regimes for the meshes with about 105 degrees of
freedom. Moreover, for p = 50 and the fine mesh T the steepest descent direction
dh,n ∈ S1

0(T ) does not seem to be a proper descent direction, that is, our line search
in (29) does not find a minimizer αn > 0. This indicates difficulties for large values
of p caused by numerical instabilities and the regularization δ.

Overall, the experiment shows that the (regularized) Kačanov iterations outper-
form the steepest descent scheme. The Kačanov scheme

• is much faster since it avoids an involved line search,
• shows significantly better pre-asymptotic behavior, in particular for large

values of p,
• is robust with respect to (adaptive) mesh refinements.
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